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Hello marathon runners,
 
 
Welcome to day 9 of our anti anxiety journaling workshop. You
must be wondering why am I mocking you, especially in the times of
this frustrating house arrest. Today I narrated a story on the
Instagram live session. I am referring to the runner in that story and
if you haven’t heard it yet, then it is a good time to do that. 
 
 
Before I get to today’s journaling question, let me set the context for
it. Most people spend all their lives chasing their next goals, or
dealing with the crisis at hand, they rarely take a breather to enjoy
the journey that they are on. We generally follow three motives
underneath our actions - Fear, desire/greed or flow.  We know fear
and desire or greed. They need no explanation. Flow is - being in a
zone. It can happen anywhere with anything. It is a magical state of
mind in which you perform an activity being fully immersed in it,
with 100% involvement & with unwavering focus without realizing
that time has totally passed you by, where you are or even who you
are! 
 
 
Today’s journaling question - Pick 5 significant activities and ask -
What is your motive behind each activity right now? Is it Fear,
Desire or flow? The objective of journaling is to throw light. Don't be
critical or take corrective action at this point in time. Ponder on all
the flow activities that you have done in the past. Is it possible to do
one flow activity every day in this quarantine?



Graphotherapy practice of the day -
The flow of thoughts stroke
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Question of the day - 

Pick 5 significant activities and ask - What

is your motive behind each activity right

now? Is it Fear, Desire or flow?
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